“Hi, it’s Lillian at CUPE!”
That’s me you hear answering the phone at Local 4092, though
sometimes I get called Liane, Elaine or even Celine! Lillian SpeedieCourt, YYZ based FA, BL & GE qualified, 19 years service, with union
experience dating back to 2003 when I first got elected as a VP at the
local. I’ve played many different roles over the years, including
Component Vice President from 2009-2011 and full time Local VP since
2015. I’ve worked on a number of portfolios including discipline,
scheduling and meal grievances, pairing reviews & PBS work. I’ve also
been trained as a Strike Captain, attended ACCEX meetings, negotiated
contract and pension issues in 2009, represented many members in
disciplinary meetings and, most recently I have joined the Benefits Committee. I also have 2 kids, which
led me to be the local expert on childcare, maternity and women’s issues. Since 2015, I have been
taking care of the www.local4092.ca website and overseeing the communications and emails from the
local. My goal is to create a well rounded, succinct and interesting bulletin that is easy-to-read, relevant
and informative. I try to share with you issues that arise through our day to day operations in the office,
new trends we see in discipline and scheduling, as well info about ongoing social and legal issues.
Over the years I have been proactive with my education as CUPE rep by attending CUPE Convention 3
times and attending courses on the legalization of cannabis, Social Media, duty to accommodate and
Labour Law, just to name a few. These are vital to stay sharp and knowledgeable, and a great way for
me to learn the answers to the tough questions you pose on a daily basis!
I have recently joined the Benefits Committee to better position myself to assist you with our health
plans/ Claim Secure and develop relationships with administrators within the Company. I am also
further educating myself about pensions, always a critical for issue for all and – if elected -- I would like
to add this responsibility to my portfolio.
One of my goals is to reinstate educational seminars before every local meeting, something I first
implemented in 2007. I hope holding seminars will encourage new members to come to meetings and
get involved. Meetings are more lively and more issues come to light when new members attend.
I hope you will vote for me and let me continue to use my passion, experience and knowledge to
represent your interests at Local 4092!

To vote : https://accomponent.simplyvoting.com/
Email Tabulating@accomponent.ca for information on the voting process.

